Monitoring cardiac output and/or preload parameters predicting fluid responsiveness are the basis of the concept of « Goal Directed Therapy ». Although these tools are useful for guiding fluid challenge, and also improving outcomes, there are only few data on preload parameters during ongoing laparoscopic surgery (1). The aim of our observationnal study was to compare predictive value of static and dynamic parameters for guiding fluid loading while pneumoperitoneum was established.
Background and Goal of Study
Monitoring cardiac output and/or preload parameters predicting fluid responsiveness are the basis of the concept of « Goal Directed Therapy ». Although these tools are useful for guiding fluid challenge, and also improving outcomes, there are only few data on preload parameters during ongoing laparoscopic surgery (1) . The aim of our observationnal study was to compare predictive value of static and dynamic parameters for guiding fluid loading while pneumoperitoneum was established.
Materials and Methods
After approval by our local ethic committee, 28 patients were prospectively included. In these patients, six preload parameters were simultaneously recorded during major laparoscopic surgery while a 
Results and Discussion
Forty-three fluid challenges were performed into 28 included patients Twenty-two challenges were characterized by could be defined as responders (FR) and twenty-one as no responders (NR). The 
Conclusion(s)
FTc as well as SVV seems to be better to discriminate patients responding to fluid challenge during laparoscopic major abdominal surgery. However, the predictive value of all parameters appear to be seriously altered by pneumoperitoneum in comparison with standard conditions.
